WINFORSTPRO - NG

Forestry software of the newest generation

Tailor-made forestry software
Address management, incl. CRM
Geographical information system
Comprehensive statistics

A strong software for wood management
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WINFORSTPRO - NG
Forestry software of the
newest generation
Professional navigation with WinforstPro™
In the field of merchandise management, Latschbacher offers with WinforstPro™ product a comprehensive solution that has been tried
and tested for many years for accounting and settling in the wood industry. The tailor-made forestry software is continuously
adjusted to the demands that the market and technology bring with it and expanded.

Wood management
WinforstPro™ manages all production data, which are important for operations. Be it forestry operations, wood trading, wood owner
unification, forestry operation community or saw mills - all have one objective: an ideal illustration of the business processes with
meaningful statistics and key figures for sustainable and economical wood usage.
Settlement and statistics
WinforstPro™ users create in just a few steps an invoice for the saw mill or a credit to the companies for the service. The quantities
delivered are monitored with the supply agreement and quantity agreement. In doing so, WinforstPro™ users keep sight of processes.
The coverage amount can be analysed at all levels, which means that every transaction is also a profit.

Logistics connection
With the full integration of the WinforstPro™ - logistics platform, which has been very successful for some years, net.logistik is now
closing the logistics circuit of WinforstPro™. The pile of wood management brings more transparency to the current wood storage and
synchronises the wood quantity provided for transport automatically with the web platform. This provides a quicker flow of
information for all parties involved in the logistics chain, clear decisions and therefore more efficiency.

CRM customer management system
With the state-of-the-art CRM of Latschbacher, WinforstPro™ users have the option to manage all customer-relevant data quickly and
in a well-structured manner in the future. In addition to management of "classic" address data, various journals such as telephone,
e-mail, meetings, notes, etc., can also be created. During the next customer contact, the user will have all this information available in a
chronological and clear manner. With reminder, resubmission and calendar functions, the user keeps an overview of his time
management at all times.

GIS geographical information system
In order to display room-related data in a simple way, to visualize progressive wood mobilisation and to optimise the processes in a
forestry management unification as well as the private, communal and state forestry, with the connection of QGIS (open source GIS
software) there is a highly professional tool from the Latschbacher company. The comprehensive solution offers users the option to
also display visually all data managed in a WinforstPro™-module: "With Latschbacher, you have it all in sight!"
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